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RHEL 6.0/7.0

Lessons learned
RHEL 6.0/7.0
From Upstream to RHEL

1000s of upstream projects
RHEL 6.0
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RHEL 7.0

- **Start**: 2011
- **Alpha 1 Fedora 16 Final**: 2011
- **Alpha 2 Fedora 17 Final**: 2013
- **Beta Fedora 19 Final**: 2014
- **GA**: 2014

Timeline:
- **2011**: Start, Alpha 1 Fedora 16 Final
- **2013**: Alpha 2 Fedora 17 Final, Beta Fedora 19 Final
- **2014**: GA
LESSONS LEARNED
DOCUMENTATION IS KEY
DOCUMENTATION IS KEY

...FOR LARGE TEAMS
DOCUMENTATION IS KEY

...TO LEAVE BREADCRUMB TRAIL
RINSE AND REPEAT

...AND RUN RETROSPECTIVES
RINSE AND REPEAT

...AND RUN RETROSPECTIVES

...AND ACT ON THEM
CONE OF UNCERTAINTY
PRODUCT IS WORK OF MANY TEAMS
LONG PROJECTS ARE NOT SPRINTS
THEY ARE MORE LIKE A MARATHON
THANK YOU
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